
   
Follow the directions for getting started on pages 15-32 of Wanderhome, or the Quick Start prompts on page 
34. To set a rhythm for yourself by following these two stages of gameplay: episode and montage. An episode 
is what you normally think of as a game session, events that occur in detail that you play through and narrate. 
A montage is what happens between episodes whether that be traveling between towns, staying a while in 
one place and recuperating, or taking time to create and rebuild before returning to your life of wandering. 

Like the Great Arc of the Year, there’s no end to the number of iterations you can follow, and you can even mix 
up characters. Having several different characters that you love and telling their stories as they crisscross 
Hæth, it’s especially useful to have something to organize your thoughts. 

Episodes 
The first time you start a solo Wanderhome story you can follow the prompts on page 34 of the book: what 
sort of place did you just travel from, do you feel the journey has been long, is there somewhere you want to 
go, and where is your home? Other times when you are continuing a story, fill out these questions: 

• What is your mood coming out of your recent montage? 

• How do you look as the new chapter opens? 

• Who are you thinking about as things start? Or is there someone you specifically aren’t 
thinking about? 

• What is the season, weather, and time of day? What is the seasonal question that you should 
ask? 

• Where do you find yourself in this episode? Where are you hoping to get to? 

• Why are you still wandering? 

The answers to some of these questions might be the same each episode: your reason for wandering might 
continue to be unresolved and your look might stay much the same. However, as the seasons wear on you will 
start to see shifts in even these touchstones of your character. Their clothes will wear and new gifts will be 
added, their personal motivation might change or expand, and they might think of different people as they 
journey or think about the same people differently. 

Montage 
After an episode, your character will reflect and move on to the next episode. Answer the questions on this 
page and (if it’s the end of a season) complete the seasonal holiday and make any changes to your sheet. 

• What thing did you leave behind after the last episode? 

• How did your experience leave you changed? 

• After you finished, what happens to the kith who were part of that episode? 

• What is different about Hæth after this episode? 

Continue and repeat. 
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